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IMPORTANT NOTICE

Feedback

We have developed quality product and state-of-art service to ensure our customers interest. If you have any
suggestions, please feel free to contact us at feedback@certsout.com

Support

If you have any questions about our product, please provide the following items:

exam code
screenshot of the question
login id/email

please contact us at  and our technical experts will provide support within 24 hours.support@certsout.com

Copyright

The product of each order has its own encryption code, so you should use it independently. Any unauthorized
changes will inflict legal punishment. We reserve the right of final explanation for this statement.
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Question #:1

Which of the following actions generated the data recommended when raising a technical support case
regarding a failed Veeam Backup & Replication job?

Export the license file from the configuration options in Enterprise Manager

Generate a zip of log files using the Support Information function

Take a Veeam Zip of the VMs involved in the failed job

Manually run a Veeam configuration backup to generate a new .bco file

Answer: B
Question #:2

When deploying an advanced single-host virtual lab in a VMware environment, what will Veeam create?

A distributed virtual switch with uplink(s)

A standard virtual switch with uplink(s)

A distributed virtual switch without uplink(s)

A standard virtual switch without uplink(s)

Answer: B

Question #:3

To suppress Veeam ONE alarms under specific conditions or when a specific event occurs, which of these
options can be selected? (Choose three.)

High CPU usage

Veeam backup activity

Snapshot creation

Storage snapshot deletion

Storage snapshot creation

Snapshot deletion

Answer: B C F
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Question #:4

Which recovery verification tests can be executed when verifying both backups and replicas? Choose three
options.

Heartbeat test

Ping test

Application test

Memory test

Operating System test

CRC check

Answer: A B C

Question #:5

It the Backup Administrator has to perform a backup over a high-latency, low bandwidth network link, how
can the disruptions to the backup process be avoided?

By making a direct backup using WAN accelerator.

By adding additional WAN accelerators to the target site.

By making a backup locally and utilizing WAN accelerators for a backup copy Job.

By adjusting the compression and deduplication settings for this Job.

Answer: C

Question #:6

A company has the following requirements:

Mission-critical VMs: hourly replication to disaster recovery site, daily backups of these VMs should be
available at the disaster recovery site when required, the mission critical applications need to be available
within 20 minutes.

Business-important VMs: daily backups should be stored at the disaster recovery site. When required, the
business-important applications need to be available within four hours.

Define the RPO and RTO for the company’s disaster recovery site.

Mission-critical VMs: RPO = 60 minutes, RTO = one hour; business-important VMs: RPO = 60
minutes, RTO = four hours
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Mission-critical VMs: RPO = 24 hours, RTO = 20 minutes; business-important VMs: RPO = 24 hours,
RTO

= four hours

Mission-critical VMs: RPO = 60 minutes, RTO = 20 minutes; business-important VMs: RPO = 24
hours, RTO = four hours

Mission-critical VMs: RPO = 24 hours, RTO = four hours; business-important VMs: RPO = 24 hours,
RTO = four hours

Answer: C

Question #:7

Why is it recommended to install Veeam ONE before Veeam Backup & Replication?

Veeam ONE is a prerequisite for Veeam Backup & Replication Installation.

Veeam ONE can assess the Infrastructure for potential Issues prior to performing a backup.

Veeam ONE verify that the server where Veeam Backup & Replication will be Installed meets all
system requirements.

It Is recommended to add all of the servers involved in the backup process to Veeam ONE first, and then
import the configuration to Veeam Backup & Replication

Answer: B

Question #:8

Which of the following Veeam Backup & Replication jobs can utilize storage snapshots on VMware vSphere?

Choose two options.

Replication

Backup copy

VeeamZIP

Backup

Tape

VM copy
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Answer: A D

Question #:9

A customer currently has one backup job that runs every four hours to backup their VMs in a transaction
consistent state. Which job configuration will keep all restore points safe in case the primary site and backups
go down while still being able to do a point-in-time recovery of a SQL database from the backups on the
second site?

Configure a second VM backup job and schedule it to copy every four hours, starting at midnight, to a
repository on the second site

Configure a backup copy job in mirror mode, to a repository on the second site

Configure a backup copy job in pruning mode and schedule it to copy every four hours, starting at
midnight, to a repository on the second site

Configure a backup copy job in pruning mode and have it copy data every day, starting at midnight, to a
repository on the second site

Answer: B

Explanation

https://www.running-system.com/veeam-version-10-favorite-features-immediate-copy-mirroring/

Question #:10

You use datastores as the source for your backup jobs. Some VM backups are consuming too much repository
disk space. They have backup files created by multiple backup jobs. What could be the reason? (Choose two.)

VMware Storage DRS (Distributed Resource Scheduler) moved VMs to different datastores

Jobs are configured as per VM and these particular VM’s need more fulls

VM retention is set to do full backups more often than others in the job

The VM is in a backup chain and trapped inside a single retention file

The VMs were moved to different datastores manually

Answer: B E

Explanation

Section: (none)

Explanation
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About certsout.com
certsout.com was founded in 2007. We provide latest & high quality IT / Business Certification Training Exam
Questions, Study Guides, Practice Tests.

We help you pass any IT / Business Certification Exams with 100% Pass Guaranteed or Full Refund. Especially
Cisco, CompTIA, Citrix, EMC, HP, Oracle, VMware, Juniper, Check Point, LPI, Nortel, EXIN and so on.

View list of all certification exams: All vendors

   

   

   

We prepare state-of-the art practice tests for certification exams. You can reach us at any of the email addresses listed
below.

Sales: sales@certsout.com
Feedback: feedback@certsout.com
Support: support@certsout.com

Any problems about IT certification or our products, You can write us back and we will get back to you within 24
hours.
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